Owerby and swirlz are not even on the onelook.com extended list of 106 words; the latter may well be a typo.
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ACROSS
1. Nominates Irregular site for Shaw’s library.
6. Sound lodge Doyle attended without mother.
8. Adler disguise you think, without ink.
11. Agent heard the end of most stories.
12. A hundred composer’s unfinished notes on Lone Star’s trips.

DOWN
1. I cosign my misguided Sherlockian attitude to women.
2. Sent two articles back to the sister of Vernet, for Sherlock.
3. Creep in, S.H. stealthily keeps secret.
4. Formerly, one went around the head of C.I.D.
5. Gilchrist’s exercises unfortunately latches it.
11. Upon Brunton’s inner heart.
12. Still Sherlock primarily left small number.